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4 heartbreakers, 
Fly them from Paris,  
From baroque to minimalism, 
Boys could be girls and girls could be boys . 
 
So now you know Junesex.  They’ve been called : 
electro/minimal/hard/punk/trash/romantic/housy/comi cal/ 

 funky inspired from bands of the 60’s 70’S 80’S 90 ’S…  
 
SO WHERE IS JUNESEX? 

  
The key is that, Junesex plays music and hunts for emotions 
whatever the style, as long as it sounds deep.  Sex , heart, gut 
or brain felt, they go for it. 
 
After the release of their first album, Junesex is mainly 
concentrating on live events. The set, which is dri ven with a 
high, and constantly rising tension evolving on emo tional 
rhythms and clubby sounds and the “nonchalance” of their bodies 
going from laziness to eccentricity (with voices in  fast forward 
mode and this without never lacking sensuality), gi ves you this 
emotion of “It’s time to let go…Let your feelings f low…”  
 
Junesex keeps changing positions during the set… th e leads and 
the instruments keep swapping, bringing a new energ y to each 
song and leaving the audience with a feeling of wha t’s going on… 
and the idea that all can be done. 

  
www.junesex.org  
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They act with attitude, keeping it cool or driving it 
insane.  They leave on stage an atmosphere of glamo ur, 
coldness mixed with pure happiness.Junesex wants to  play. 

 

 
 
The album “So Fucking Chic” is out now in Germany t hrough 
Popup Records.  And in worldwide through Junesex 
International Airlines (JIA) distributed by Nocturn e. 
 
The single “Fast Food Messiahs” is available in vin yl and 
distributed by Topplers. 

  
Remixes for Junesex / 
-Electronicat and Carl 
Finlow 
for “fast food messiahs” 
-Abusator, Jack Lahana, 
Julien Plaisir de France, 
The Scandals, the Legendary 
Schatraxx, for “gets close 
to mine” 
  

By Junesex / 
-Agoria (Spinach Girl) 
-Jack Lahana (you drunk) 

 
Junesex has played with / 
Chicks on speed  
Les Putafranges 
Mocky 
Zongamine 
Carl finlow / Random Factor 
Vive la fete 
Pitchtuner 

 

Junesex has played in 
beautiful places like / 
Ms Stubnitz (Rostock) 
Hafenklang (Hambourg) 
Kulturhuset (Stockholm) 
La Villette (Paris) 
Batofar (Paris) 
Tryptique (Paris) 
La Maroquinerie (Paris) 
Le Glazart (Paris) 
Le Point Ephémère (Paris) 
Le Zoobizarre (Bordeaux) 
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